The Village Hall Management Committee (“VHC”)
Minutes of the Meeting held
on 19 April 2022
Attending: Max Crow (MC) Rachel Gardner (RG) and Julie Grundy (JG)

Topic
1.

Apologies Don Bowyer (DB)

2.

Approval of previous minutes
The last meeting’s Minutes were approved.

3.

Matters arising
● Chairperson: The committee decided that due to the small number of
members, the role of chairperson would be shared.
● Gifts to past trustees and helpers discussed. RG to action.
● Repointing: This has been completed. Thank you to Mark Combellack for
the generous donation of time and resources.
● Kurling group: The VHC are still waiting for a response from the kurling
group organisers. The amount of time and effort to resolve this group’s
issue about the equipment and the standard cost to hire the hall is
increasingly frustrating for the volunteer members of the village hall
committee. An agreement to the terms and conditions of the hire of the hall
by April 27th is required.
● Septic tank: JG said that Phil thought the stick to determine water level
was behind the hall. Level of water to be determined to see if tank needs
emptying.

Action

RG

RG

JG / MC
4.

Bank Balance
● RG reported balance at end of March was £2,572. £2000 is being held in
reserve leaving, £331 is defibrillator money and so £241 available for any
expenses. No major expenditure expected in next month.

5.

AOB
● An arc shaped scratch has occurred near the door. Raising the issue of
how maintenance of the floor is possible once this damage has happened.
● The buying and installation of keybox was discussed to facilitate opening
up village hall when committee member are not available and the VHC
agreed the need for one. RG to source. The location of installation is still to
be agreed.
● Village Fete: VH needs to be open for toilets during the fete. This will
require a member of the VHC or friends to supervise the VH and also
parking for fete. MC agreed to help.
● Fundraising: Live and local option was discussed RG to investigate. A
bats talk?
● Harvest Festival: The topics discussed were the village hall to provide
ingredients for dinner. Making the event more attractive to non-religious
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RG

●
●

6.

celebrating the agricultural heritage of the village with some children's
activities, harvest related fun, food and local beverages.
Charity Nomination: Inform the local community that there is an option
when buying from Amazon there is a local charity donation available that
will help support the VH. RG to investigate further
Review of changes to the Terms and Conditions for VH hire and use. This
was approved by the committee.

Next committee meeting
No date agreed but probably before the fete

RG

